Impact of incomplete set programing on the performance of phase change memory cell
Phase change memory ͑PCM͒ cells with T-shaped structure using tungsten heater were fabricated and the cell characteristics concerning the programing pulse width were also investigated in this work. The numerical modeling shows the thermal nonuniformity over the active region due to the considerable thermal sink of tungsten heater results in the amorphous-phase residues and the incomplete set programing. The experimental results reveal the existence of residual amorphous phase and indicate that the incomplete set programing is the dominant factor to degrade the PCM cell performances, such as the sensing margin and the endurance. The strategies to eliminate the incomplete set programing are the optimization in programing pulse width and the replacement of the tungsten heater with higher resistivity metal such as TiAlN. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2839379͔
Owing to the distinctive features associated with nonvolatility, high speed, low power, high scalability, and low cost, phase change memory ͑PCM͒ has been considered as the most promising alternative for the next-generation nonvolatile semiconductor memory.
1 Basically, the data storage in a PCM cell is accomplished by the fast and reversible phase transition between amorphous phase and crystalline phase of chalcogenide material, which is thermally induced by Joule heating of current pulse, to compose the binary memory states corresponding to high resistive reset state and low resistive set state. A short current pulse with high amplitude is used as the reset current pulse such that it can melt and rapidly quench the chalcogenide material. On the other hand, a current pulse with lower amplitude and longer duration is adopted as the set programing pulse such that the chalcogenide material can be crystallized. In spite of the great potential of PCM technology, the requirement of high reset current poses a critical challenge for developing the high density PCM. Several innovative approaches such as cell structures [2] [3] [4] [5] or impurity-doped materials 6, 7 have been proposed to reduce the reset current. However, adverse effects, such as difficulty to attain the desired low enough set resistance, may accompany these methods. This unwanted performance degradation after set programing is due to the incomplete crystallization state. Therefore, the aims of this work are to study the effects of the pulse width on the cell characteristics and to demonstrate the improvement of the cell performance by proper set programing pulse width.
In this work, a 0.18 m complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor back-end-of-line process was used to fabricate the PCM cell with a typical T-shaped structure, where the chalcogenide film is sandwiched in between top electrode and heater plug. After TiW bottom-electrode deposition by sputtering, the heater plug was formed in a 0.24 m wide via hole filled with the TiN barrier liner and tungsten metal and then planarized by chemical mechanical polishing process. A 0.2 m Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 ͑GST͒ chalcogenide film, which is widely used for optical recording media, was deposited on the tungsten heater. Another TiW barrier layer was stacked upon the GST film. Then, the dry etching process was used to pattern the GST layer. Afterward, a contact hole was opened and AlCu alloy was then sputtered and patterned to form the top electrode.
A two-dimensional thermal-electric model by using the finite-element code was developed to evaluate the programing characteristics of PCM cell. The coupling equations of the Ohm's law, the heat conduction, and the predefined phase-change kinetics were adopted to calculate the thermal effect of the electric pulse. The field, temperature, and phasedependent material parameters such as the electrical resistivity and the thermal conductivity were considered in each element. To model the transition from amorphous phase to crystalline phase, the amorphous volume fraction which affects the overall net resistivity and thermal conductivity was determined by the phase-change kinetic rate based on the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov model. 8 The electrical resistivity and the thermal conductivity as a function of the amorphous volume fraction were also considered. 9 Based on the established numerical model, the temperature profile and the phase distribution caused by the input electrical pulse can be obtained. Figure 1 shows the simulated axis-symmetrical temperature profile and the phase distribution for the prereset PCM cell programed by a short set pulse. From Fig. 1͑a͒ , large thermal nonuniformity is observed over the active region of PCM cell. The periphery of the active region is much colder than the core, especially near the region adjacent to the tungsten heater which has much higher thermal conductivity. As a result, residues of amorphous phase due to incomplete crystallization are observed in the periphery of active region ͓as shown in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . Further simulations indicate that incomplete crystallization states may appear in the PCM cell with insufficient set duration or high thermal conductive heater.
The phase transition of PCM cell can be characterized from the relation between the cell resistance and the corresponding amplitude of voltage pulse or current pulse ͑so-called R-V or R-I curve͒. Figure 2 shows the measured R-V curves as a function of programing pulse width, where all characterized cells were initially reset to nearly the same amorphous state by the same reset pulse of 4 V, 50 ns. As revealed, once the programing voltage increases beyond the threshold voltage ͑about 0.8 V͒, the cell resistance starts to drop due to the recrystallization of GST alloy and then reaches a minimum, which is corresponding to the set resistance. When the voltage is further increased, the resistance again rises and then returns to the reset state. It is clear that the set resistance decreases with the pulse width and the sensing margin ͑defined as R reset / R set ͒ improves with the pulse width. The higher set resistance resulted from a shorter pulse implies that the smaller grains and/or incomplete crystallization state are formed after set programing.
To explore the effect of the set programing duration, PCM cells after two extreme set pulse widths of 50 ns and 1 ms were selected for transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ morphology analysis. Both cells are prereset with the same pulse of 4 V, 50 ns to form the initial amorphous volume. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the cross-sectional TEM image of the prereset PCM cell programed by a short set pulse of 50 ns. It is evident that fine grains of recrystallized GST are distributed over the central active region. Note that the residual amorphous GST locates in the region near the tungsten heater. This is consistent with the simulation results which indicate that the thermal nonuniformity due to thermal sink of tungsten plug retards the recrystallization of GST alloy adjacent to the tungsten heater. The cross-sectional TEM image of the prereset PCM cell for a very long set pulse of 1 ms is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . Very large GST grains located near the tungsten plug without any trace of amorphous phase indicate complete crystallization state and lower set resistance. Figure 4 provides a comparison of endurance performance between the set pulse widths of 50 ns and 1 ms. The same reset pulses of 4 V, 50 ns were also used to perform the endurance test for both cases. For the short set pulse case, sensing margin is smaller and the set resistance raises up gradually with cycles. Similar to the reset stuck, the endurance failure occurs at about 10 6 cycles. On the other hand, for the long set pulse case, a larger sensing margin and more stable set state under cycling test are observed. Moreover, the memory survives for more than 10 7 cycles. Briefly, the difference in endurance performance between these two cases can be attributed to the incomplete crystallization resulted from short set programing pulse. In addition to the improvements in the sensing margin and in the endurance performance, there are reports that the set resistance uniformity over the memory array was improved with the set pulse width. 10 The set resistance uniformity can further be improved by using special set programing waveform such as the slow-quench waveform and the set-sweep programing pulse to achieve better complete crystallization. 11, 12 For the phase change optical disk, there are residual amorphous marks left as the laser heating is insufficient to crystallize the entire mark. [13] [14] [15] As observed in the distortion model, the size of amorphous mark depends on whether the recorded region is directly overwritten on the amorphous or on the crystalline area due to the difference in thermal characteristics between the amorphous GST and crystalline GST. 15 That is, the amorphous-phase residues may induce the accumulation effect on the enlargement of the amorphous volume as a result of a series of reset and incomplete set programing. Once the set time is not long enough to crystal- lize the enlarged amorphous volume, the resistance of PCM cell will not be set as low as desired and then a failure which resembles the reset stuck, as shown in the Fig. 4 , will occur. This observation implies that the set and reset state may drift with operation cycles if residual amorphous state exists in the PCM cell after set programing. Therefore, the incomplete crystallization state resulted from the short set pulse will affect the cell characteristics and degrade the cell performance with operation cycles. To eliminate the incomplete set programing, one common strategy is to extend the set pulse width by trading off the speed performance. The other method, which is confirmed by the numerical simulation, is to replace the tungsten heater with the TiAlN heater with higher electrical resistivity and lower thermal conductivity such that the thermal nonuniformity of GST alloy adjacent to the heater can be improved.
In summary, a consistent correlation between numerical modeling and experiment data was obtained to demonstrate that the residual amorphous phase appears in the PCM cell with the use of not long-enough set pulse or the tungsten heater. The incomplete set programing is a dominant factor for the degradation of the PCM cell performances, such as the sensing margin, the endurance, and the set resistance uniformity. Therefore, a careful design of the set pulse width and the heater material is most important to optimize the PCM cell performance, especially for the scaled cells in the future generation.
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